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FLOWER 2 PATTERN DESIGN
This geometric design is based off of a pattern created using
elliptical shapes and designs reflected from flowers to create
this kaleidoscope, geometric-style design.
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Adria Rose Designs | Inspiration
Growing up close to Lake Michigan and Schlitz
Audubon Nature Preserve, I’ve always had an
appreciation for nature which has served as a constant
theme throughout my artwork. The current focus of
my work incorporates mixed media and up-cycled
materials. With a concern for our environment in
mind, I enjoy the process of using up-cycled materials
(fabric, cd-roms among others) to create fine art.
Flower 2 Pattern Design was created using a variety
of specialty paper products, metals, hardwood and
acrylicsPATTERN
and glaze. DESIGN
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Why Contrado and RedBubble? When choosing printers, I chose Contrado
because they incorporate eco-friendliness to their production and deliverables.
They currently have a range of 100% vegan, natural, biodegradable, and organic
products as well. Red Bubble prints on demand, is carbon neutral and incorporates
safe working conditions.

prints
Canvas Print $50.42

Vibrant colors on
gallery-grade canvas.
Printed image wraps
approximately 1/4 inch
over the edges; the
sides are white.

Framed Art Print $84.04

High-quality prints and
framing, a worthy decor
centerpiece for years
to come.

Metal Print - $60.91
Choose your finish:
Gloss, for brilliant colors
and detail, or Matte, for
a soft, even look with
minimal glare.

adriarosedesigns.com

Photographic Print $7.03
High quality silver
halide prints on archival
quality paper.

Wood Mounted Print
- $28.08
Birch plywood print is
1/4 inch (6mm) thick
with rounded corners.

Art Board Print $7.57
Textured watercolor paper mounted on 4-ply
art board.

home accessories
Classic Mug - $12.92

Throw Blanket - $39.89

Tapestry - $45.44

Comforter - $121.18

Dishwasher safe ceramic
with wrap-around design.
Holds 11oz.

100% lightweight polyester
with finished edge. Intense,
vivid colors and fine line
detail printed.

100% polyester fleece,
machine washable.

100% polyester with 0.75”
(2 cm) polyester filling
and double-square
quilted pattern.

Throw Pillow - $18.86

Duvet Cover - $109.73

Soft and durable 100%
spun polyester cover with
an optional polyester
fill/insert.

Removable, washable cover
keeps your duvet fresh and
your bedroom decor fresher.
Twin to King sizes available.

Shower Curtain $58.57

Floor Pillow - $48.40

Make your bathroom truly
your own with a perfectfor-you shower curtain
Soft 100% polyester for a
smooth, even drape.
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Raise lounging to an art
with these oversized,
double-sided pillow covers
100% spun polyester,
35”x35”.

personal accessories
A-Line Dress - $47.15

97% polyester, 3%
elastane woven dress
fabric with silky handfeel.

Scarf - $22.78

Microfiber polyester with a
slightly transparent effect.
Hand-wash only.

Leggings - $40.99

Constructed from 88%
polyester, 12% elastane
with elastic waistband and
stretchy knit fabric allows
you to move.

Drawstring Bag - $30.76
Spacious, sturdy, and
sweet alternative to the
traditional backpack
Bag measures 15” x 19.5” /
38 x 49.5 cm.
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Cuff Links - $19.60

These cufflinks come in a
sleek gift box and feature
a whaleback fastening to
ensure they stay put and
stay looking great.

Classic Tie - $30.30

The design is bright and
elegant, with printed
pattern on both sides.
This makes a great gift for
anniversary, holidays
and birthdays.

Tote Bag - $30.76

Totes deluxe. Sturdy
and stylish with a vivid
double-sided print
Available in three sizes.
Durable, 100% polyester.
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Available through

Red Bubble and Contrado
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contrado.com/stores/adria-rose-designs

adriarose.redbubble.com

